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Poetic Emotion Recognition 

 This article explores the automatic emotion recognition from poems. We present a 
pioneer work in the research of emotion recognition from Poems.  Emotions fall under 

nine basic categories such as Love, Sadness, Anger, Hate, Fear, Surprise, Courage, Joy 

and Peace in English poems. Moreover, emotions are classified based on Navarasa 
(Nine emotions) which is described in NatyaShastra. We developed this model using 

736 poems of eight Indian poets mined from the web. Our approach for emotion 

recognition is from three perspectives:  (1) Vector Space Model (2) Lexical Vector 
Space Model (3) Emotion Modifier Preserved Vector Space Model. Our results reveal 

that the Vector Space Model and Emotion Modifier Preserved Vector Space Model 

show fair performance.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 A poem is known as a form of a verbal structure designed to convey experiences, ideas, or emotions in a 

brilliant and creative way, characterized by the use of language chosen for its sound and expressive power and 

by the use of literary techniques such as meter, metaphor, and rhyme.  Poems exert much influence on humans 

due to the message and emotions that they convey. They can lift our moods.  Nowadays, automatic recognition 

of emotion is becoming vital in the field of opinion mining, market analysis, affective computing, etc.  

Furthermore, Emotion recognition in poems is a significant task since poem databases or poem websites are 

growing in number. The retrieval of a poem or a lyric by emotion has various applications such as poem 

selection from poem websites, machine translation of poems, poetic therapy, poem identification, poem 

generation, poet characterization, etc.  

      The issues of Poetic Emotion Recognition(PER) are uncertainty involved while defining emotional 

keywords, identifying emotion from poems with no emotional keywords, Creative writing style such as 

figurative language, rhyme, poetic form, Emotion Intensity, etc. Before performing research on emotion 

recognition, the very first question is “ What are the emotions to be identified? ”  Different emotion sets exist in 

the literature, including basic emotions, primary and secondary emotions, neutral vs. emotional and two-class 

classification problem using the Positive and Negative values as class labels. A different set of emotion is 

required for various domains. For example, learning domain will consider more about the two types of emotion, 

such as interesting and boring or boredom. News domain mainly deals with basic emotions.  However, Product 

reviews deal with positive and negative values. Our domain of research is poetry and hence naturally deals with 

many emotions. The main features of poems are figurative language and emotion. We have made use of nine 

emotion classes (Love, Sadness, Joy, Fear, Hatred, Courage, Anger, Surprise and Peace) based on ‘Navarasa'.  

In this work, we propose an approach to recognize emotional states from English poems based on “Navarasa” 

described in “NatyaShastra.” 

      NatyaShastra often called the fifth Veda, (A.Rangacharya 1996) is an ancient Indian text dated between 2nd 

century BC and 2nd century AD which analyses all aspects of performing art. “Nava” means nine, and “Rasa” 

literally means ‘essence,' but it is used here in the sense of ‘emotional state.' The nine rasas are the strength of 

Indian aesthetics ever since they were codified in the Natyashastra and formed the premise from which 

traditions of dance, music, theater, art and literature evolved. The nine rasas described in ancient Indian 
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aesthetic philosophy can be seen as being symptomatic of prime human emotions.  In this, one can find a 

thorough exposition on the rasas, or emotions that characterize life as well as art.  

 

1. Shringara means Love and beauty. This emotion used to denote something that induces love. It can be 

utilized express love among families, the love of God or the love between a teacher and his students.  

However, Shringara or love between a man and a woman is the most general form. 

2. Hasya is the rasa that expresses joy or laughter. It can be used to represent simple cheerfulness or riotous 

mirth and everything in between. Teasing and giggling with a friend, being entertained and relaxed or simply 

feeling happy and naughty -- these are all the dimensions of hasya rasa.  

3. Bhibatsya is Hate. The emotion induced by anything that disturbs or disgusts is Bhibatsya. When we find that 

is awkward, beneath human self-esteem, something which revolts or sickens us, what we feel is Bhibatsya.  

4. Rowdra means Anger.  The different form of Rowdra is the self-righteous anger of kings, crime over the 

daring behavior and naughtiness, the wrath caused by a violation, the anger evoked by disrespect and over 

injustice.  

5. Shanta means calmness and Peace. It represents the state of calmness and relaxed repose that is marked 

simply by the absence of all other eight rasas. It denotes a state where complete synchronization between 

mind, body, and cosmos is laid, and this state is observed as the key to eternity.  

6. Veera stands for Courage and confidence.  

7. Bhaya means Fear. The delicate and nameless nervousness triggered by an intuition of evil, the mental state 

of helplessness induced by a mighty and cruel ruler, and the horror felt while facing death are all 

characteristics of Bhaya.  

8. Karuna is Sadness and kindness. It can be used for the mental state of unspeakable tragedy and depression, 

utter hopelessness sorrow and heartbreak.  

9. Adbutha means Surprise. Emotions like   astonishment, amazement, and curiosity are depicted through this 

rasa, the wonder that one feels when one come across something 

 

       The rest of this work is as follows:  Section 1 provides an overview of related work, Section 2 describes the 

corpus we used for this research and methodology of identifying emotion from poems, section 3.  Details about 

the result we obtained and evaluation of those results.  Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 4. 

 

1. Related Work: 

 G. Dinu et al., (2012) developed a system is based on a combination of few simple vector space-based 

methods for word meaning similarity. Their system was based on four different components.They employed two 

distinct vector space models to interpret word meaning—a basic bag-of-words model and a slightly simplified 

variant of the contextualization model of Thater et al. Also, two different methods were used to compute 

similarity scores for sentences based on these two vector space models,  the first one is a “compositional” 

method  and the second one is alignment-based method.  

        An introduction to affective computation rule extraction from support vector machines and a set of 

techniques used for emotion recognition in the text are described by T. Danisman et al., (2008) described 

Emotion Classification of Text Using Vector Space Model. Automatic classification of anger, disgust, fear, joy 

and sad emotions in the text has been examined on the ISEAR (International Survey on Emotion Antecedents 

and Reactions) dataset. For the classification, they use the Vector Space Model with a total of 801 News 

Headlines provided by “Affective Task” in SemEval 2007 workshop which focused on the classification of 

emotions and valences in the text. They compare their results with ConceptNet and powerful text-based 

classifiers including Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines. Their experiments showed that Vector Space 

Model classification gives better performance than ConceptNet, Naive Bayes and SVM based classifiers for 

emotion detection in sentences.  

        Emotion Recognition from text has been done Using Semantic Labels and Separable Mixture Models by C-

H. Wu et al., (2006). They used emotion generation rules (EGRs) that are manually inferred from psychology to 

interpret the conditions for generating emotion. Based on the EGRs, the sequence of semantic labels (SLS) and 

attributes (ATTs) are represented. The emotion association rules (EARs) are represented by SLS and ATTs or 

emotions are automatically derived from the sentences in emotional text corpus using the a priori algorithm. A 

separable mixture model (SMM) is adopted to estimate the similarity between an input sentence and the EARs 

of each emotional state. 

       Many of the related works mentioned above did the labeling of emotions under six or five categories such 

as (Joy, sadness, fear, disgust, anger, and surprise). The number of emotion class varies for different domains. 

For example, Emotion classes in education domain can mainly classify into two types: boredom and interesting. 

There we cannot find other emotions. Whereas in News domain we can find sad, fear, hate, anger, joy, surprise, 

etc. Since we have taken poems as our domain, we thought of categorizing them among nine emotions such as 

(Love, Sadness, Hate, Anger, Joy, Fear, Courage, Surprise and Peace) based on Natyashastra.  
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2. Proposed Work: 

As mentioned earlier, we developed a model in three perspectives and analyzed the result obtained by three 

methods.  

 

2.1 Corpus Details: 

As we are not aware of any known publically available benchmark poetry dataset for emotion recognition, 

we created a benchmark dataset named as Poem Emotion Recognition Corpus (PERC). This corpus consists of 

736 poems of eight Indian Poets from a period 1850 to till now. This corpus creation work is motivated by C. 

Straparava et al., (2008). Table 1 gives the details of the corpus. 

 
Table 1   Corpus details 

Emotion No. of Poems 

Anger 52 

Courage 64 

Fear 54 

Hate 54 

Joy 100 

Love 154 

Peace 82 

Sad 126 

Surprise 50 

Total 736 

 

2.2 Vector Space Model for Emotion Recognition (VSM): 

 Vector space model or term vector model is an algebraic model for representing text documents as vectors. 

Here, VSM for emotion recognition, each word is a dimension. Hence, in text mining, we may deal with a few 

hundred thousand dimensions. If we have M different words, then an M-dimensional emotion vector space exists. 

Each poem is regarded as a point in this vector space. 

 

Algorithm 1: VSM 

 

Input: P, Preprocessed D, 

Output: Emotion of P 

Initialization: Stop-word Removal of P, Stemming of P; 

For each (‘wi’ in P) do 

TF(wi)= No of times wi appears in each Document; 

 DF(wi)= No of times wi appears in each Document; 
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end 

if (Cosine-Similarity==0) then 

P does not depict the emotion of compared Dj; 

Else if(Cosine-Similarity==1) then 

       P depicts 100% same emotion of compared Dj; 

Else  

       P depicts the emotion of Dj which got highest ‘Cosine-Similarity’ measure. 

 

End. 

 

We can represent a poem P as a collection of meaningful words depicts an emotion. P= {w1, w2, … wm} and wi 

denotes the importance of word ‘i’ in P. We  have grouped all the poems into nine documents in such a way that 

each document represents the poems of only one particular emotion, where Dj=Ej, D is the document, and 

E={Love, Sadness, Hate, Anger, Courage, Fear, Peace, Surprise, Joy}. 

        Cosine similarity (dot product) is the most extensively used similarity measures between two documents. In 

conclusion, the emotion for which we get the highest score is reflected as the emotion of that given poem.  
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2.3 Lexical Vector Space Model for Emotion 

Recognition (LVSM) 
 

2.4 Emotion Modifier Preserved Vector Space Model 

for Emotion Recognition (EMP-VSM) 
 

Algorithm 2: LVSM 

Input: P, D, 

Output: Emotion of P 

For each (‘wi’ in P) do 

TF(wi)= No of times wi appears in each Document; 

 DF(wi)= No of times wi appears in each Document; 
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end 

if (Cosine-Similarity==0) then 

        P does not depict the emotion of compared Dj; 

Else if(Cosine-Similarity==1) then 

      P depicts 100% same emotion of compared Dj; 

Else  

      P depicts the emotion of Dj which got highest 

      ‘Cosine-Similarity’ measure. 

 

End. 

Algorithm 3: EMP-VSM 

Input: P, Emotionless words removed D, 

Output: Emotion of P 

Initialization: Removal of Emotionless words  from P 

For each (‘wi’ in P) do 

TF(wi)= No of times wi appears in each Document; 

 DF(wi)= No of times wi appears in each Document; 

equencyDocumentFr

entsTotalDocum
wIDF i log)( 
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end 

if (Cosine-Similarity==0) then 

     P does not depict the emotion of compared Dj; 

Else if(Cosine-Similarity==1) then 

     P depicts 100% same emotion of compared Dj; 

Else  

     P depicts the emotion of Dj which got highest ‘Cosine-

Similarity’ measure. 

 

End. 

 

 

    If you observe the three algorithms stated above, it clearly shows the difference only in the initialization part. 

In Algorithm 1, the initialization part has two steps. One is the removal of stop-words (The words do not 

contribute in Natural language processing, and it is publically available.) and the second is stemming (Identifying 

the root word) of words. 

       However, in Algorithm 2, we do not perform any initialization steps. For example, the word ‘Fearless’ 

depicts courage emotion, when it undergo the stemming process, it is changed to the root form as ‘Fear.' 

However, the word ‘Fear’ depicts the emotion of fear which is opposite to courage emotion.  Similarly, when the 

word ‘not,' one of the stop-word, appears before an emotion depicting word, the emotion of that context will 

change. Owing to these two reasons, we have omitted the stop-word removal as well as stemming from the word. 

     We found that algorithm 2 has more time complexity as vector space is huge. Therefore, this motivated us to 

build Algorithm-3. We have created an emotionless word list consisting of words which in 100% do not 

contribute to emotion recognition. This means that we have not omitted the negation words, interrogative words 

as it performs as the emotion modifier in emotion recognition process. Therefore emotionless word list consists of 

articles (a, an, the). Auxiliary verbs (be, am, is, are), prepositions (in, on, of, at), and few conjunction words (and, 

or, because). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Figure.1, 2, 3 and 4 describe the evaluation measures such as precision, recall, accuracy and F-measure of 

Traditional VSM, Lexical VSM and Emotion modifier preserved VSM. The experiments has undergone 10-cross 

fold evaluation. 431 poems have been identified correctly among 736 poems by using VSM. 406 poems are 

identified correctly among 736 poems by using Lexical VSM. 430 poems are identified correctly among 736 

poems by using Emotion modifier Preserved VSM. It was observed that VSM identifies peace emotion better 

than other two methods. Likewise, Emotion modifier preserved VSM identifies hate emotion better than the other 

two methods. 
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Fig. 1: Precision Comparison 

 

 

 
Fig. 2: Recall Comparison 

 

Fig. 3: Accuracy Comparison 

 

 
Fig. 4: F-Measure Comparison 

 

Conclusion: 

 We developed VSM for the automatic emotion recognition system in unigram model. We approached VSM 

in three different ways. Among them, traditional VSM and EMP-VSM gives better results. The principal problem 

of VSM is the dimensionality. There is a chance for a ‘false positive’ and ‘false negative’ match as it searches for 

an exact match of words even though it has the same meaning or similar context. To overcome these issues, deep 

understanding of language and some machine learning algorithms may be incorporated into future work.  
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